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The probability of Kr 1s photoionization alone and accompanied by 4p, 3d, 3p, 2s, and 2s4p excita-
tions has been calculated as a function of photon energy in the vicinity of the respective thresholds; per-
tinent energies have been computed including relativistic, quantum-electrodynamic, and relaxation
eAects. Sharp features from two-electron excitations are expected in absorption spectra only if at least

one of the electrons undergoes a transition to a bound state; this becomes less probable in inner shells.

An absorption-spectrometry experiment on Kr has been performed with synchrotron radiation; results

generally confirm the predictions but also point toward refinements that are required in the theory and

the need for improvements in techniques and synchrotron-radiation sources.

PACS number(s): 32.80.Fb

I. INTRODUCTION

In atomic inner-shell photoionization, more than one
electron can be excited with significant probability. Final
states are thus produced that can be described approxi-
mately by configurations formed by removal of a core
electron and excitation of additional electrons to higher
bound states (shakeup) or to the continuum (shakeoffi
[1—4]. These multiple excitation processes can be
identified through the satellites they produce in photo-
electron spectra [1,5 —7] and in the Auger and x-ray spec-
tra emitted when the excited states decay [2,3,8 —10] as
well as, in some cases, by features in absorption spectra
[11].

The many-electron processes induced by photon im-
pact epitomize the limitations of the conventional most
tractable models of atomic structure. Since the photon-
electron interaction is described by a one-electron opera-
tor, the frozen-core, central-field model does not predict
changes of state of more than one electron. Direct
multiple-excitation processes are thus a result of
electron-electron correlation. Their study, especially
near threshold [12], can therefore provide useful insight
into electron correlation mechanisms [7,13—16].

Considerations of the role of multielectron or multiva-
cancy processes in the origin of x-ray satellites have a
venerable history. In 1921, Wentzel [17] held double-
electron processes responsible for E x-ray satellites.

Heisenberg [18] formulated selection rules for two-
electron transitions in 1925, lamenting the ambiguity of a
"mechanical" model of the atom —apparently he was to
learn of electron spin but later in the year. Druyvesteyn
[19] showed convincingly that the [satellite] "x-ray spec-
trum of the second kind" originates from atoms with two
inner-shell vacancies. Richtmyer [20] suggested two-
electron —one-photon transitions as a source of x-ray sa-
tellites. Bloch [21] followed up on this suggestion with
theoretical considerations of double-electron transitions
in x-ray spectra. Specifically, he used the sudden approx-
imation to calculate the probability of outer-electron ex-
citation accompanying 1s ionization, inferring that a sub-
sequent two-electron transition might lead to emission of
a satellite photon. Actually, two-electron —one-photon
transitions, causing "WolAi lines, "were discovered half a
century later in ion-atom collisions [22].

All the foregoing studies relate to ionization by elec-
tron impact. The possibility of multielectron excitation
or ionization by photon impact was realized much more
recently. As late as 1957, Sandstrom wrote in an authori-
tative monograph: "A characteristic feature of the satel-
lites is the fact that they do not appear in the secondary
radiation generated through irradiation of matter by x
rays" [23]. Only in the 1960s was the subject of multiple
photoexcitation broached, through calculation of the
shakeoff rates in charge spectra induced by x rays in
noble-gas atoms [24—26] and the development of a gen-
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eral theory of x-ray satellites based on a sudden-
approximation treatment of x-ray excitation [2].

Absorption spectra can, in principle, reveal multiple
inner-shell photoexcitation processes by displaying con-
comitant changes in the total photoeffect cross section.
Thus Schnopper [27] in 1963 observed features in the Ar
x-ray absorption spectrum that could be traced to M-
electron shake accompanying K-shell photoionization.
The same year, Madden and Codling discovered doubly
excited autoionizing states of He in a synchrotron-
radiation absorption experiment on the National Bureau
of Standards storage ring SURF [28,29]. This classic ex-
periment had great impact upon the field as it demon-
strated the powerful potential of synchrotron radiation
research in atomic physics, which has been explored in-
creasingly since that time. A striking illustration of this
potential is seen, for example, if one compares
Schnopper's [27] conventionally excited Ar [KM] absorp-
tion spectrum [30] with that of Deslattes et al. [10],
recorded twenty years later with synchrotron radiation;
the latter spectrum shows an elaborate, clearly
identifiable structure.

Double-excitation features in absorption spectra of
solids are particularly elusive. Solid absorbers pose prob-
lems that arise from uneven sample thickness and, in par-
ticular, from x-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) that
is readily confused with multielectron absorption signals,
unless it is difI'erentiated on the basis of its temperature
dependence [31]. Over the past decade, a number of re-
ports has been published on [KL] double absorption in
transition metals [32—36], [L ] edges in lanthanides
[37—39] and even [K ] in Cu [40]. In a recent systematic
study with synchrotron radiation in the Hamburger Syn-
chrotronstrahlungslabor, however, none of these "edges"
could be confirmed, and in at least one case, that of Co
[36], the reported feature was shown to be part of the
far-XAFS structure [31]. Not until very recently has a
technique been developed which allows double-excitation
features in crystalline samples to be disentangled from
the underlying XAFS structure [41]. The procedure is
rather complicated and has so far led only to
identification of the positions of a few double-excitation
steps.

Even with gaseous samples, identification of inner-shell
multielectron absorption features is exceedingly difficult.
The very weak signals tend to be obscured by noise from
various sources including photon-beam fluctuations and
"glitches" produced, for example, by ummeganregung
[42] in the monochromator crystals. Nevertheless,
several interesting observations have been made, in addi-
tion to those [10,27] already mentioned. Esteva et al.
[43] detected Ne [KL] double excitation to higher bound
states. Si [KL] features in SiF4 absorption spectra were
reported by Bodeur et al. [44], and in Ar spectra, by
Kuetgens and Hormes [45]. Multielectron absorption
features accompanying Kr K-shell ionization have been
studied by Deutsch and Hart [46,47], Frahm and co-
workers [31,48], Bernieri and Burattini [49], and Ito
et al. [50]. Deutsch and Kizler [51] have recently ob-
served several double excitation features near the K edge
of Xe. Dezarnaud, Guillet, and Tronc [52] have observed

double-electron excitations above the Xe L2 3 edges in an
ion-yield experiment. A theoretical study of K absorp-
tion structures of Ne, Na, and Ar in the region of double
excitation or ionization has been performed by
Sukhorukov et al. [53].

It can fairly be expected that the much higher photon
Aux from upcoming third-generation synchrotron-
radiation sources [54] will make it possible to measure ab-
sorption spectra of multielectron inner-shell photoexcita-
tion phenomena that currently elude detection, providing
an important supplement to information on such process-
es gathered from x-ray and electron satellites. Noble-gas
spectra being the most tractable and unequivocal, we re-
view here the pertinent theory and derive lowest-order
predictions for Kr absorption spectra. We describe a
synchrotron-radiation measurement of these spectra that
generally characterizes current limitations of such experi-
ments and engage in some speculation as to the potential
of future measurements of this kind.

A dependable theoretical model is necessary to serve as
a guide in the interpretation of putative inner-shell mul-
tielectron excitation features in measured absorption
spectra, because in many cases these structures fall near
or below the limits of detectability with present-day ex-
perimental resources. In Sec. II we describe the calcula-
tion of single- and multielectron photoexcitation and ion-
ization cross sections, with emphasis on threshold behav-
ior. The calculation of threshold energies of doubly ex-
cited states is discussed. Quantitative predictions are de-
rived for pertinent Kr [Is,nl] absorption features super-
imposed upon the [Is] spectra. In Sec. III, an experiment
on two-electron inner-shell photoexcitation of Kr is de-
scribed, and in Secs. IV and V, we compare theoretical
predictions with results of the present experiment and of
other measurements reported in the literature.

II. THEORY

A. Total and single-electron
photoionization cross sections

Well above threshold, the theoretical subshell photo-
ionization cross sections of Scofield [55] are quite depend-
able. In these calculations, the electrons were treated re-
lativistically and assumed to be moving in the same
Hartree-Slater central potential in the initial and final
states. All relevant multipoles as well as retardation
e6'ects were included. Because a frozen-core potential
was used, the partial cross sections eft'ectively account for
all excitation (shakeup) and ionization (shakeoffj that ac-
company the ejection of the photoelectron [56]. This ex-
plains the good overall agreement between Scofield's re-
sults [55] and total experimental cross sections [57,58].
The accuracy of the results has also been borne out by
some systematic comparisons with measured partial L,-

subshell cross sections [59].
Near threshold, on the other hand, the dynamics of the

excape of the photoelectron from a deep inner shell in a
many-electron atom is complex [60]. It was already
pointed out by Amusia, Ivanov, and Kupchenko [61] that
inner-shell single-electron photoionization cross sections
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TABLE I. Theoretical Kr 1s photoionization cross section.
The Kr 1s binding energy is taken to be 14327.17 eV (see Ref.
[101]).

Photon energy (eV)

14 327.22
14 332.22
14 337.22
14 342.22
14 347.22
14 367.22
14 392.22
14 422. 22
14 527.22
14 627.22
14 727.22
14 827.22

Cross sect&on (b)

16007.70
15 567.60
15 127.00
14 793.80
14 548. 50
14026.90
13 747.20
13 548.20
13 061.00
12 667.50
12 328.00
12 029.80

can be dramatically affected by the post-collision interac-
tion between photo- and Auger electrons in the field of
the residual ion, which further complicates the picture;
this phenomenon can be treated [62,63] from the point of
view of resonant scattering theory [64—66], while in prin-
ciple it requires a generalization of the X-matrix theory
of single-electron photoionization [67], which has not yet
been accomplished. Tulkki and Aberg [60] have been
quite successful in treating the near-threshold K-shell
photoionization of Ar by using their Dirac-Fock continu-
um program in conjunction with the multiconfiguration
Dirac-Fock code of Grant et al. [68] for the calculation
of various approximate relativistic K absorption cross
sections. These authors took relaxation into account
completely by constructing separate solutions for the
ground state and the final [Is] hole state, and by includ-
ing all the resulting overlap matrix elements between the
initial- and final-state one-electron four-spinors in the
transition amplitude. Post-collision interaction was tak-
en into account approximately by incorporating the
lowest-order scattering-theory amplitude into the cross
section. Inclusion of this amplitude was found to lower
the cross section at threshold by 15%. The resulting
cross section was nearly gauge independent; only the E1
multipole was found to contribute significantly. Similar
results were obtained for the Xe and Rn 1s cross sections,
except that relativistic effects are more significant [69].
Agreement with existing experiments is very good for Ar
[10,46,47] and Xe [51].

In the present work, the Kr 1s photoionization cross
section was calculated by the same method, except that
the effect of the post-collision interaction was disregarded
(Table I). The Is photoexcitation cross sections for
1s~np»2 3/p transitions, 5 n 9, were also calculated
by including all overlap matrix elements. The quantum-
defect method was used to evaluate the contribution from
n ) 10 states. The resulting cross sections were convolut-
ed with a Lorentzian of width equal to the 1s natural
width and the instrumental resolution function.

B. Two-electron photoexcitation
and ionization cross sections

Two atomic electrons can be promoted upon absorp-
tion of one photon due to the Coulombic electron-
electron interaction. At photon energies below the
threshold for excitations accompanying ionization, the
creation of two atomic vacancies can take place with
discrete two-electron excitations. With increasing pho-
ton energy, the process eventually evolves into double
photoionization. Discrete steps can occur in the absorp-
tion spectrum only if a discrete excitation takes place.
Double photoionization does not give rise to a step or
"edge" since the corresponding cross section rises
smoothly from zero as the photon energy increases above
the threshold value.

Within the multichannel multiconfiguration Dirac-
Fock (MMCDF) method [7,70], which is a generalization
of the Dirac-Fock method referred to in Sec. IIA, the
correlation effects responsible for direct two-electron pro-
cesses can be classified as follows: (i) relaxation or core
rearrangement, (ii) initial-state configuration interaction,
(iii) final-ionic-state configuration interaction, and (iv)
final-continuum-state configuration or final-state channel
interaction. This classification is a generalization of a
scheme which is often used to disentangle correlation
effects in ordinary Auger-electron emission spectra
[70,71]. Since Auger-electron emission can be treated as
a resonance in double photoionization [72], this indirect
process including post-collision interaction is naturally
incorporated in our scheme. Processes in which doubly
excited inner-shell hole states decay by autoionization
can be treated in an analogous fashion as resonances in
the one-electron photoionization cross section. The tran-
sition amplitude of the two-electron processes in inner-
shell photoionization thus consists of the sum of the
direct nonresonant and the indirect resonant amplitudes,
both of which are subject to correlation mechanisms of
types (i)—(iv).

Mechanisms that contribute to two-electron photoion-
ization of the outermost shells in rare-gas atoms have
been separated within many-body perturbation theory
[73]. In first order of the combined perturbations by the
photon field and electron correlations, the important con-
tributions are (1) core rearrangement, (2) initial-state
correlations, (3) virtual Auger transitions, and (4) direct
collisions. The different mechanisms have been found to
be of varying importance, depending on the photon ener-

gy relative to the double-ionization threshold energy, the
orbitals which are ionized, and the relative final-state en-
ergies of the electrons that undergo transitions. If treated
nonperturbatively they can be considered to belong
within the MMCDF scheme to categories (i)—(iv), respec-
tively.

Shakeup and shakeoff processes correspond to core
rearrangement if the initial-state orbital from which the
photoelectron originates describes one of the final-state
holes. In direct shakeup or shakeoff accompanying pho-
toionization, an orbital electron undergoes an electric
monopole (EO) transition into an excited state or into the
continuum while the photoelectron is emitted through an
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electric dipole (El) transition; in conjugate shake pro-
cesses, the EO and E1 roles are reversed. In either case,
the photoelectron energy is diminished accordingly. In
general, conjugate shake processes tend to contribute
negligibly, except near the threshold [60,74]. For exam-
ple, Krause and Caldwell [15] found that conjugate
shakeup to final ls(2s2p ' P) states of Be contributes ful-
ly 40%%uo as much as single ionization at threshold.

Contributions of shake processes can be studied by
solving for the initial and final states separately and cal-
culating the matrix elements of the photon-electron in-
teraction operator between these states [4,75]. In princi-
ple, all nonorthogonal overlap elements between the
single-electron states must be included in calculating the
cross sections. If the photon energy is sufficiently high
above threshold, the sudden approximation can be used
to determine the distribution of shakeup and shakeoff
states relative to the one-electron process [2]. In this ap-
proximation, the photoelectron is taken to leave the atom
so quickly that the remaining atomic electrons redistri-
bute themselves into an eigenstate of the new Hamiltoni-
an, in accordance with the overlaps of the parent frozen-
core one-hole wave function with eigenfunctions of the
daughter atom. At high photon energies, the shakeoff
and shakeup populations relative to the one-hole final-
state population therefore become energy independent.
A recent experiment in which electron spectra from pho-
toionization and nuclear internal conversion were com-
pared has confirmed the validity of this picture [76].

The effect of initial-state and final-ionic-state correla-
tion on double photoexcitation can be gauged by employ-
ing multiconfiguration wave functions. By this means, it
has been shown that the high correlation of valence elec-
trons significantly affects the shakeup distribution of 2p
electrons accompanying 1s photoionization of Ne in the
sudden-approximation regime [77]. The final-ionic-state
and final-continuum-state configuration interactions, in-
cluding direct collisions and virtual Auger transitions,
were found to contribute significantly to the multiple ex-
citation processes near the Xe Ss threshold [7].

In the present treatment of double photoexcitation and
ionization of Kr, the initial and final bound-state orbitals
were optimized separately. In the calculation of photon-
electron interaction matrix elements for ionization ac-
companied by excitation to bound states, the excited or-
bital was generated in the potential of the final ionic core
with two holes, whereas the continuum orbital was calcu-
lated in the combined field of the core and the excited
electron. To find double-ionization amplitudes, both con-
tinuum orbitals were calculated in the field of the
double-hole core. The bound- and continuum-state orbit-
als were used for the construction of the Slater deter-
minants from which the initial- and final-state many-
electron wave functions of proper symmetry could be ob-
tained for each particular 1s photoionization process. Of
the different mechanisms for double excitation described
earlier, this method includes only shakeup and shakeoff.
Cross sections for double photoexcitations to Kr [ls4p],
[ls 3d], and [1s 3p] final states were calculated with
Hartree-Fock bound- [78] and continuum-state orbitals
[79]. In calculating excitations to [lsns] final states with

these wave functions, however, off-diagonal contributions
were found to dominate the cross sections because of
large ( ns

~

n's ) overlap elements between initial and final
states. This unphysical feature is a consequence of the
breakdown of the orthogonalization procedure for bound
Hartree-Fock orbitals when the configuration has two
open subshells of the same symmetry and occupancy.
With relativistic Dirac-Fock wave functions [68], on the
other hand, complete orthogonality was achieved for the
[ls2s]1=1 state. We therefore employed the MMCDF
method [7,70] in the single-configuration, single-channel,
atomic-state mode for the calculation of the [ls2s] cross
sections.

1. Hartree-Fock calculations:
[Is4p], [1s3d] and [1s3p]final states

Within the dipole approximation, the cross section for
photoionization at photon energy m is

N 2

rr(rr)=4rr arr X '('; r. X r, @&) 5(rr+E, E&), —
f j=&

where +,. is the initial many-electron ground-state wave
function of energy E; and '0& is one of the possible final-
state wave functions of energy E&. Equation (1) is ex-
pressed in atomic units, with respect to the unit polariza-
tion vector c.. The dipole matrix element between many-
electron determinantal initial- and final-state wave func-
tions was calculated according to the method described
by Lowdin [80]. For a pair of single-determinantal wave
functions the relevant formula is

where k and I are single-electron initial- and final-state
orbitals and D+ + (k 1) is the minor of the overlap deter-

i f
minant between 4, and 4& in which row k and column I
have been removed.

Final-state calculations can be divided into three
categories, depending on the photon energy relative to
the double-ionization threshold and on the relative ener-
gies of the photoelectron and shaken electron: (i) bound-
bound states in which both the photo- and shaken elec-
trons are bound to the core, (ii) bound-continuum states
in which one of the electrons is in the continuum and the
other electron is bound to the core, and (iii) continuum-
continuum states in which both electrons are in the con-
tinuum. In calculating the bound-bound states, the in-
teraction between the photo- and shaken electron was in-
cluded by solving for the two electrons simultaneously
outside the two-hole frozen core. Bound-continuum
states were calculated by first solving for the bound elec-
tron outside the frozen core and then the continuum elec-
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tron outside this singly ionized excited state. The
frozen-core orbitals were generated using the Hartree-
Fock configuration-average scheme [78]. These orbitals
were then used in the construction of an average
Hartree-Fock potential for the electrons outside the core,
with the exchange interaction taken into account.
Continuum-continuum states were calculated by solving
for the positive-energy orbitals separately outside the
frozen core, using a code developed by Armen [79,81];
the interaction between the continuum electrons was not
taken into account.

For example, in the case of two-electron excitation in
which the 3d electron is shaken off and the 1s electron
undergoes a dipole or a combined monopole-dipole tran-
sition into the continuum, the matrix element in Eq. (1)
becomes

(
N

"'o &' ~ r +[i ad]j=1
= g &nslzlep)D~ ~ (nslep), (3)

if terms with double- and triple-order products of overlap
elements (n; l nf ) (n;Wnf, I )0), including amplitudes for
conjugate shake processes, are neglected. In Eq. (3), we
have z =c.r, %o is the 'S ground-state wave function of a
closed-shell atom, and %'t„3d] p d is an uncoupled single-
determinantal wave function for the final state, with holes
in the 1s and 3d orbitals and continuum electrons ep and
e'd. The sum over ns only includes the occupied ground-
state s orbitals. A full determinant in this case can be
written

1s+

2s+

EP0

0
1s

0

&1sils&

2s+

& 1si2s &

0
&2si2s &

3&+ &

0
4 +

0
4&+ i

0
E d —2 3d -2

3&+ i &3p13p & &3pl4p &

4 + &4pl~p & &4pI4p &

3d —2

&4p 13p &

0

0

&4pl4p &

0

0
& 3d

I
~'d &

0

0

0

& 3d~3d )

(4)

The total cross section for 3d shake then becomes the
sum over four partial cross sections corresponding to
final states in which (i) both electrons are bound to the
double-hole core, (ii) the ls electron is bound to the core
and the 3d electron is in the continuum, (iii) the ls elec-
tron is in the continuum and the 3d electron is bound to
the core, and (iv) both electrons are in the continuum.

The cross sections for transitions to doubly excited
[ls3d ]npn'd states can be written

4~ a
~bb(~)

X[ g &nslrlnp &Dq, q, (+slnp)]'

energies and frozen-core excited-state energies (see Sec.
IIC). Bound-bound transitions were summed over np
and n'd orbitals for n =5—12 and n'=4 —11. The case
of transitions to doubly excited [Isnp]npn'p (n =3,4)
states was treated using a formula similar to Eq. (5) ex-
cept that q&d was replaced by q„. The sum over the n'p
shakeup states included n ' =5 —12.

For transitions to final states with the 1s electron
bound to the core and the 3d electron in the continuum,
the partial cross section per unit energy is

dob (co)

X o(co E,„,( [ ls3d ]npn'd—) ), (5)
X g (ns

I
l&r'p &D+ +[] 3d]n'ppd(ns ln'p)

ns

where q„I is the ground-state occupation number for or-
bital nI and E,„, is the excitation energy of the doubly ex-
cited state. In Eq. (5), & ns

l
r

l np ) is the radial dipole ma-
trix element between the initial ns and final np orbitals.
The excitation energies were calculated by adding to the
double-ionization threshold Dirac-Fock energies the
differences between Hartree-Fock doubly ionized state

X5(co—E—E,„,( [ls3d ]n'p )),

in which e is the energy of the d electron. Cross sections
for the first eight Rydberg n'p states were calculated by
solving for the n 'p wave function outside the double-hole
core and calculating the corresponding matrix elements.
To include the contributions of higher Rydberg orbitals,
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the n ' = 11 and 12 wave functions were used to determine
the parameters 3 and 6 in the empirical quantum-defect
relation [82]

I & ns Ir In'p &
I'=

(n' —5)
(7)

Cross sections cr,I„ for transitions to final states with the
1s electron in the continuum and the 3d electron in a
bound state, can be described by replacing the state n 'p in
Eq. (6) with ep and the state ed with n 'd.

The partial doubly differential cross section for shake-
off transitions in which both electrons make transitions to
the continuum can be written

d o„(co)
dcd6'

4m a
~9 is93d

x g &nsIrIep&D~ ~ (nsIep) '
ns

X 5(co —e —e' E~++ )—, (8)

where E~++ is the threshold energy for double ionization.
In cases of shake from an np orbital accompanying the

dipole transition of a 1s electron, the cross-section formu-
la must include exchange matrix elements. If the 1s elec-
tron undergoes a dipole transition to an ep state and the
np electron is shaken off into an e'p state, there will be ex-
change matrix elements between the 1s and e'p orbitals
and between the np and ep orbitals. We have used the
cross-section formula [4]

co[53+(e) +72 (e)]
dE'dE 3

X 6(co e e' E—z++—), — (9)

where, in this case,

A+(e)= g &nsIrIep)D~ ~ (nsIep)

+ & & ns Ir Ie'p )Dq, ~ (ns Ie'p ) . (10)

2. Dirac-I ock calculations:
[ls2s] and [1s2s4p] ftnal states

In the present calculations of [ ls2s] and [ ls2s4p] exci-
tations we make use of the relativistic electric dipole pho-
toionization cross section of Tulkki et al. [60,62]. The

The cross-section formulas (5), (6), (8), and (9) do not
account for the final-state lifetime broadening. The life-
time can be taken into account by replacing the Dirac
delta function 5(x) by the normalized Lorentzian density
function I /2'(x +I /4) with x standing for the ap-
propriate energy differences in these equations. The
width I is the sum of the widths I „and I „& of the two
holes involved in the final [ lsnl] core-hole states. The to-
tal ionization cross sections are then obtained by integrat-
ing over e in Eq. (6) and over e and e' in Eqs. (8) and (9).
In the integration over the double-ionization continuum,
each pair of energies e and e' must be counted only once.
The resulting cross sections were also convoluted with
the instrumental resolution function.

cross section for production of the triply excited [ ls2s4p]
final state was calculated as well in order to investigate a
discrepancy between theory and experiment in the [ ls2s]
threshold region (Sec. IV B4). Wave functions and
eigenenergies were calculated by the single-channel,
single-configuration Dirac-Fock method. The Coulomb
gauge was employed. Initial and final bound-state orbit-
als were calculated separately and all overlap integrals
were included in the many-electron E1 transition ampli-
tudes. The excited and continuum-state orbitals were cal-
culated in the field of the double-hole core in the same
manner as the Hartree-Fock wave functions (Sec. II B 1).
Excitations to high Rydberg states were included through
use of the quantum-defect method, as discussed above
(Sec. II B 1). Upper and lower limits of the double-shake
probability were estimated through statistical arguments
[4]. The only quantity needed is the square of the overlap
matrix element between the corresponding ground- and
final-state orbitals with the same quantum numbers. Cal-
culations of the final two- and three-hole states then lead
to the double-shake probability limits. Lagrangian multi-
pliers were included in all calculations in order to obtain
a strictly orthogonal set of final-state orbitals for the
[ ls 2s]J= 1 state.

C. Energies of multiply excited states

1. Self-consistent field calcu-lations

Excited-state threshold energies were evaluated as
differences between the total energies of the excited ionic
states and of the ground state, calculated by separate
self-consistent-field (SCF) procedures. This b,EscF
method takes account of full relaxation [83].

Zeroth-order wave functions and energies were com-
puted in terms of relativistic independent-particle models.
Two approaches were used. In the first one, Liberman's
version [84] of the Dirac-Hartree-Slater method was used
with a modified finite-nucleus routine. A first-order
correction to the local approximation was made by com-
puting the expectation of the total Hamiltonian with
zeroth-order wave functions [85—87]. The Breit interac-
tion was taken into account by including the frequency-
dependent Breit operator [88) in the Hamiltonian, thus
incorporating the magnetic and retardation contributions
to the binding energies in the SCF approach [89].

Self-energy and vacuum polarization, the two main ra-
diative corrections from quantum electrodynamics
(QED), were included in the energy calculations. Self-
energy corrections for K and I. levels were calculated
from point-Coulomb values [90] with an effective-charge
screening procedure [87]; for M, , M2 3, and X, levels, the
self-energy corrections were estimated by the n scaling
rule and effective-charge approach [89]. The vacuum-
polarization shift was included perturbatively by using
the Uehling potential and higher-order terms according
to Huang [91,86,87].

In a second approach, relativistic SCF energies were
calculated with the multi-configuration Dirac-Fock
(MCDF) code of Cxrant et al. [68]; details are given by
Chen [92]. Test comparisons were made with results ob-
tained with the modernized version of the Oxford MCDF
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code, cxRASP-2 [93]. Energies calculated by the three
different SCF approaches were found to agree to within 1

eV in all cases.
In addition to relativistic and QED contributions, ac-

curate atomic energy-level calculations must include the
shifts caused by correlation effects [72,89]. Leading fac-
tors among these are ground-state correlation and in-
teraction between the discrete hole state and the continu-
um. The ground-state correlation correction arises be-
cause of pair correlations lost upon ionization [94].
Ground-state correlation shifts were included in the
present calculations, as were discrete-continuum level
shifts [95—97] of ls and 2s binding energies.

The calculated energies of pertinent excited states are
listed in Table II. For comparison purposes, some results
are listed not only for Kr but also for Xe.

2. Splitting of [ns, n's] states

An interesting result is the prediction of an effect that
arises exclusively from the relativistic Breit-Coulomb
Hamiltonian [98], viz. the splitting of excitations that
comprise two vacancies in s states into distinct 'S and S
levels. This splitting contains a dominant contribution
from the spin dependence of the relativistic Coulomb in-
teraction and a smaller contribution from the Breit
operator.

We illustrate the effect by calculating the splitting be-
tween the [is2s] S& and [Is2s] 'So double-hole states.
Including only the Coulomb interaction, we have

E( S1)=E„—1G (ls2s),

E('So)=E„+—,'G (ls2s),

bE( 'So —S, ) =2G ( ls2s ),
where G (ls2s) is the Coulomb-interaction exchange in-
tegral.

Specifically, for the Kr [is2s] double-vacancy state we
find b,E('So —

S& )c,„~, b =40. 12 eV and b,E( 'So
—

S& )c,„&, b+s„;,=43.00 eV, i.e., the Breit interaction
enhances the splitting by 6.7% in this case. For the Xe
[2s3s] state, we calculate bE('So —S, )c,„„b=17.6 eV
and bE('So —SI)c,„&, b+B«,, =17.9 eV.

sample chamber, and a 30.5-cm-long downstream ion
chamber delivering current I, . The currents from the ion
chambers were converted to voltages in Keithley 427
electrometers that had been selected for low noise. The
voltage signals drove two voltage-controlled oscillators
the output frequencies of which were measured by a
dual-gated sealer interfaced with a computer.

The search for the 1s2s double-hole features requires
that noise be kept more than four orders of magnitude
below the K jump, calling for special precautions. To at-
tain this aim, the sample cells were chosen somewhat
smaller than two absorption lengths [99]. Noise due to
jitter in the vertical position of the circulating electron
beam in SPEAR was found to exceed Poisson noise by at
least a factor of 2. The noise produced by this jitter was
halved by detuning the second monochromator crystal to
-0.7 of the rocking-curve maximum; this measure also
effectively suppressed higher-order diffraction harmonics
[100]. The absorption cell was filled to 1 atm pressure
with 99.995% pure Kr. The Io and I~ ion chambers were
filled with Ar, both to 1 atm. Chamber windows were
made of 6-pm Kapton or 0.13-mm Be.

The energy scale of the double-crystal monochromator
was calibrated through measurements of the Kr K edge
[101] and the Th L3 edge [102]. Additional calibration
points were derived from the well-resolved 1s4p double-
absorption structure of Kr [46]. The energy stability was
better than (+1.3 eV throughout the duration of the ex-
periments. This variation in energy corresponds to
changes in the vertical position of the electron beam in
the storage ring by (+0.4 mm.

Absorption spectra were measured by scanning regions
of ~ 100 eV centered on the calculated energies of the Kr
[ ls4p], [ ls3d], [ ls3p], and [ ls2s] double-hole states.
For each measurement, 10—15 scans were performed in
1-eV steps with 1-s dwell time; a 1-s instrumental relaxa-
tion pause was allowed between steps. During each typi-
cal 1-s counting period, of the order of 10 photons were
absorbed in each chamber and in the absorption cell.
Control scans of the same duration with air-filled absorp-
tion cells were carried out to check for systematic ar-
tifacts.

III. EXPERIMENT IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An experiment to search for absorption features due to
double inner-shell excitation in Kr was performed on
bending-magnet beamline III-2 in the Stanford Synchro-
tron Radiation Laboratory. A narrow x-ray energy band
was selected from hard radiation emitted by —3-GeV
electrons in the SPEAR ring by means of a Bragg-
diffraction monochromator that contained two Si crystals
in the (n, —n) position, reflecting from (220) planes. The
full energy width at half maximum of the monochroma-
tized x-ray beam was —1.6 eV at 14.0 keV of which the
Darwin width contributed 0.84 eV, the remainder being
due to beam divergence defined by an 0.025-cm-high en-
trance slit. The apparatus has been described earlier in
more detail [101]. The x-ray beam traversed a 15.2-cm-
1ong upstream ion chamber producing a current Io, the

Measurements of multiple inner-shell photoexcitation
features in absorption spectra are encumbered by two fac-
tors. (1) The pertinent double-excitation cross sections
are generally 3 to 4 orders of magnitude smaller than
single-photoionization cross sections at the same photon
energy. (2) Reasonably sharp, edgelike absorption
profiles are produced only if promotion of one electron to
the continuum is accompanied by shakeup of the second
electron to a bound state; if both electrons undergo tran-
sitions to the continuum, then the onset of the cross sec-
tion for the two-electron process tends to be gradual with
photon energy, without sharp, readily recognizable
features [4,9]. For more tightly bound inner-shell elec-
trons, absorption into shakeoff states increasingly dom-
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inates over s a eup, ah k s noted in sudden-approximation
calculations L ~j, w~103~ whence double-excitation edges are
suppr esse an ed d th total probability of two-electron pro-

becomes more difficult to detect.cess es ecorn
It follows that interpretation of the absorp

'

pr tion s ectra
hinges crucia y on es im

' - ho-
'

li t mation of the single-electron pho-
t underl the multiexcitationtoionization components that un e y

In the present work, a third-order polynomiafeatures. n e p
was fitted to the measured absorption spec ra

calculated threshold en-p 0hoton-energy region below the ca cu a e
er for the double-electron excitations. T p yhe ol nomial
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hl onto the measured absorption cross sectionjoin smoot y on o e
ss sectionfrom which the calculated double-electron cross
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Onl for 1s2s excitations, which wereergy. n y or
m onents were sub-difficult to detect, the underlying comp

tracted by fitting a function

of 1.6-eV full width at half maximum to account for the
width of the incident x-ray beam. In theenergy wi t o e

remainder of this section, theoretical and measusured cross
sections are compared.

A. Total photon absorption cross section
above the Kr X edge

The measured total absorption cross section is com-
. 2( ) 'th theoretical partial and total cross

sections. In the region between the Kr 1s binding energy
(14 327.2 eV anl101i) d the Is4p double-ionization
threshold at 14353 eV (Table II), the theoretical cross
section a s e owf ll b l the experimental curve. Taking ac-
count of the fact that the sum of theoretical higher-s e

[55] falls 9% below the experimen-cross sections o L M z
11 b low the E edge, and subtracting

the small contributions from [ ls4p]npn'p excitations is-
cussed below in ec.S IVB 1 the theoretical single 1s ab-
sorption cross section wi outhout inclusion of bound-bound

f(e)=crl ~~(E)+ao „(E)+b+c E (12)

to the absorption spectrum belowl w the calculated thresh-
and o. are the theoreticalold energy. Here, o.

L ~~ and o.„
cross sections discussed in Sec. II A, pE is the hoton ener-

and a b, and c are fitting parameters.
l was normalized atThe experimental cross-section sca.e wa

of 14400 eV by reference to the Kr K-a photon energy o
Deutsch and Hart [104]e gdge cross section measure y Deutsc an ar

n in Fi . 1. The present measurement and the that oas shown in ig. . e
Ref. [104] agree well but for shght di erenc
photon-energy regiregions below and far above the K edge.
The theoretica oh i al total cross section, also shown in ig.
the sum of the partial one-electron ionization cross sec-
tions o i, (not mc u ing ou1 d' bound-bound transitions) an

~ ~Sec. II A) and the double-electron excitation
di S . IIB. A ttd bocross sections discusseu m ec.

vo uted with atheore ica ct' l cross sections were convo ut
I or I +I „& [105], de-Lorentzian of width equal to I &, or

pen ing ud' upon the excitation involve,d and (2) a Gaussian
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TABLE II. Theoretical energies of double-hole states (in eV).

AE( So- Sl ) Average binding energy'

State

[ 1s2s)
[ ls2s] S5s
[ ls2s] 'S
[ls2s] S[4p3/2]5s5p3/p
[ls2s] S[4pi/ ]25s5pl/2

[ ls2s) S[4p3/Q]5s
[ ls2s] S[4p3/p ]5p3/p
[ ls 3p3/2 ]
[ls3pi/2)
[ ls3ds/p ]
[ ls 3d 3/2 ]
[ ls4p, /2)
[ ls4p3/2)

Coulomb

40.12

Coulomb plus Breit

Krypton
43.00

(1)b

16 360
16 374
16 375
16 383
16 386
14 580
14 590
14450
14452
16 354
16 353

(2)'

16 343
16 353
16 370
16 371
16 379
16 382

[2s 3s]
[2s3s] 'S6s
[2s3s] 'S
[2s 3s] 'S [5p3/2 ]6s6p3/2
[2s3s] S[5p3/2]6p3/2

17.6
Xenon

17.9
6 652
6 661
6 672
6 683

6 643
6 652
6 663
6 674

'Energies averaged over the 4-eV-wide tnultiplet splittings of the [np](n+1)s(n+1)p outer open-shell
states.
Results from Dirac-Hartree-Slater or Dirac-Fock calculations including quantum-electrodynamic

corrections and Breit energy.
'Same as column (1), but also including ground-state correlation and the discrete-continuum level shift
of the 1s and 2s binding energies.

excitations is found to be 16.7+1.0%%uo smaller than the
measured cross section at 14 336 eV. A disparity near the
edge persists even after excitations of the 1s electron to
bound states are included in the theory (Sec. II A), as
shown in Fig. 2(b). At higher energies, with the accumu-
lation of multielectron excitations, the total theoretical
cross section from the present work begins to exceed the
present measurements; at 14 800 eV, theory overestimates
the data by 7.1%%uo.

Relativistic theoretical 1s photoionization cross sec-
tions computed with Dirac-Fock wave functions and in-
cluding complete relaxation, similar to those of the
present work (Sec. IIA), have been found to underesti-
mate Ar [60] and Xe [69,106] photoabsorption as well
above the K edge; in the energy region below the Ar 1s3p
excitations, the theory was found to fall —8% below the
experimental cross section [60]. A substantial discrepan-
cy in the same direction is observed with cross sections
calculated from a simple hydrogenic model, with Slater-
type screening constants derived from comparisons with
Dirac-Fock mean radii, for both Kr [104] and Xe [106].

The total shake probability from the Kr 4p, 4s, 3d, and
3p orbitals, relative to the 1s photoionization cross sec-
tion, is expected to become largely independent of photon
energy above =14800 eV. In fact, Table III shows that
the calculated relative shake probability increases only
from 34.2% at 14800 eV to 35.9% at 15225 eV. The

latter prediction compares favorably with the result of a
recent measurement of the Kr 1s photoelectron spec-
trum, which showed that the total relative probability of
shake from these orbitals is 36.8+1.8% at 15 225 eV [76].
A comparison between the present Hartree-Fock double-
electron excitation cross sections and results from a
Dirac-Fock calculation by Tulkki for 15 225-eV photons
[76] is also included in Table III; agreement between the
relativistic and nonrelativistic calculations is seen to be
very good. In the Dirac-Fock calculations, the upper and
lower limits of the relative probability for double shake
from the N shell as described in Sec. II B 2, relative to sin-
gle 1s ionization, were found to be 9.3% and 5.1%, re-
spectively.

B. Multielectron excitations

1. Kr [1s4p]

The 1s4p absorption cross section exhibits a prominent
resonance structure due to excitation of [ ls4p]npn 'p

states (Fig. 3). Above these resonances, beginning at a
photon energy of 14 350+2 eV, the double-electron cross
section rises as [ls4p]epe'p shakeoff states become acces-
sible. The resonances reach a peak at 14342+1.3 eV, in
agreement with earlier reports on this structure [46,49].
The magnitude of the cross-section jump at the 1s4p
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TABLE III. Theoretical nonrelativistic (Hartree-Fock) and
relativistic (Dirac-Fock) Kr double-excitation cross sections, in
percent of the 1s ionization cross section, ' at photon energies
14800 and 15225 eV.

Ace=14800 eV A'co=15225 eV

Final state

[1s4p]5p ep
[1s4p ]6p op
[1s4p ]7p ep
[1s4p ]npEp
[1s4p ]E'p ep
Total 4p shake
[1s4s]5sep
[1s4s]6sep
[ 1s4s]7s ep
[1s4s]nsep
[ 1s4s ]e's ep
Total 4s shake
[1s3d]4d-ndep'
[1s3d]e'dip
Total 3d shake

[ 1s3p]4p-npcp '
[1s3p]e'p ep
Total 3p shake
Total shakeoff'
Total shakeup
Total shake

HF

12.3
2.3
0.9
1.9
6.9

24.2
1.9
0.3
0.1

0.1

1.3
3.7
1.4
3.7
5.1

0.2
0.8
1.0

12.7
21.5
34.2

HF

12.8
2.4
0.9
1.8
7.2

25.2
2.0
04
0.1

0.1

14
3.9
1.5
4.1

5.5
0.2
1.2
1.3

13.8
22. 1

35.9

DF

13.0
2.4
0.9
1.8
7.3

25.4
2.0
0.4
0.1

0.1

1.4
4.0
1.3
4.0
5.3
0.1

1.0
1.1

13.7
22.3
36.0

edge, however, is found to be 460+50 b in the present
work (Fig. 3), as against 383+35 b reported earlier [47];
the discrepancy may be due to different methods of sub-
tracting the underlying contributions. In determining the
fit to the single 1s photoionization cross section, the prox-

'The single 1s ionization cross section, as calculated in this
work, is 12 104 b at 14 800-eV and 11070b at 15 225-eV photon
energy.
Sums over Rydberg-series members were estimated by the

quantum-defect method.
'Total shakeup cross section.

imity of the K edge to the 1s4p threshold and the strong
two-electron excitations required that 1s4p absorption be
subtracted. To determine the polynomial fit, iterative es-
timates of the two-electron cross sections were made.

The theoretical shakeup cross section near threshold
rises far above the measurements (Fig. 3). Similar
excesses of theory over experiment have been found, in 1s
excitation, for Ar 3p shakeup near threshold [9] and for
Ne 2p[5,77, 107] and Kr 4p[76] shakeup far above thresh-
old. In the present case, the discrepancy amounts to a
factor of -4: the calculated 1s4p shakeup cross section
reaches 2040 b at 14357-eV photon energy. This large
discrepancy between theory and experiment may be due
in part to uncertainties in the single 1s-electron absorp-
tion in this near-threshold region. It may be possible to
improve agreement of the theory by using a
multiconfigur

atio basis set, since correlation among
valence electrons is significant. In a multiconfiguration
calculation of Ar 1s3p excitations, transitions to a
[ls3p]3d final state were found to dominate over those
to the [ls3p]4p final state [108]. An analogous transi-
tion leaving Kr in a [ls4p]4d final state might also have
a large oscillator strength.

2. Kr [1s3d]

Below the Kr 1s3d excitation threshold, the total ab-
sorption cross section depends almost linearly on photon
energy. The onset of these excitations is therefore easy to
detect and a fit to the underlying components can readily
be made. The measured 1s3d excitation cross section is

compared in Fig. 4 with calculated partial and total cross
sections. The onset of the 1s3d transitions occurs at
14423+2 eV, at a lower energy but within 7 eV of previ-
ous observations [46,49]. The measured energies of the
3d bound-bound excitations agree well with the present
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FIG. 3. Measured Kr 1s4p double-photoexcitation cross sec-
tion (dotted curve), compared with calculated double bound-
bound transitions cross section (solid curve), calculated 4p
shakeup transitions (dashed curve), and calculated 4p shakeoff'

transitions (dash-dotted curve).

FIG. 4. Measured Kr 1s3d double-photoexcitation cross sec-
tion (dotted curve), compared with theoretical partial and total
cross sections: double bound-bound transitions (dots and long
dashes), 3d shakeup transitions (dashed curve), 3d shakeoff tran-
sitions (dash-dotted curve), and the sum of calculated partial
cross sections (solid curve). The very small 1s~np, 3d~cd
cross section is represented by the thin solid line.
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relativistic calculations (Table II). Theory predicts level-
ling off of the total absorption cross section at 14442+2
eV, as the bound-bound cross section subsides and the
shakeup cross section rises with photon energy; this
feature is not apparent in the data. The observed rise in
cross section to 165+25 b at 14452 eV is 4.9+1.3 times
larger than previously reported [46]. As indicated in Fig.
4, transitions in which the 1s electron remains bound to
the ion and the 3d electron is shaken off into the continu-
um are not predicted to contribute significantly to the
two-electron absorption cross section. Far above th h-
old h

ve res-o, the observed rise in total cross section is in good ac-
cord with the calculated rise in the shakeoff cross section.
Theory indicates that, as the sudden-approximation re-
gime is approached, the shakeoff probability exceeds that
for shakeup by a factor of 3.1 (cf. Table III).

3. Kr [1s3p]

75

Kr[1 s3p]

Measured and calculated cross sections for 1s 3p photo-
absorption are shown in Fig. 5. In the calculations, the
spin-orbit splitting of the 3p level was taken into account
by computing the [Is3p, &z] and [ls3ps&2] energies sepa-
rately and weighing them by subshell occupation in the
cross-section formulas [Eqs. (5), (6), and (8)]. The calcu-
lated splitting is 10.5 eV.

The total 1s3p two-electron excitation cross section is
seen to rise much more gradually with photon energy
than the 1s3d cross section. The strength of the two-
electron transitions appears to be underestimated by the
[Is3p]npn'p bound-bound calculations. The profile of
the measured ls 3p cross section (which exhibits consider-
able fluctuations due to beam jitter and statistics) qualita-
tively agrees with the theoretical calculation; however,

the observed rise in shakeoff is slightly steeper than cal-
culated. As in the 1s3d case, the probability for shakeoff
begins to exceed that for shakeup approximately 50 eV
above threshold. The probability for 3p shakeoff rises
very slowly; in the sudden-approximation limit, it is ex-
pected to exceed the shakeup probability by a factor of
8.8.

The observed onset of 1s3@ absorption at 14 559+2 eV
and the rise of the total two-electron absorption to 38+5
b at 14 587 eV agree within uncertainties with a previous
observation [46]. The clear spin-orbit splitting of the
[ls3p] double-hole state, observed by Deutsch and Hart
[46], is not apparent in the present data.

4. Kr [1s2s] and [1s2s4p]

An attempt to observe the 1s2s absorption threshold
must be guided by accurate energy and cross-section cal-
culations because of the very small magnitude of the ex-
pected feature. The calculated theoretical Kr 1s2s ab-
sorption cross section exhibits only a change in slope at
threshold of 5.6X10 b/eV. Detection of such a small
change in slope is exceedingly difficult because the calcu-
1ated underlying cross-section components have a magni-
tude of —14 100 b, with a slope of —2.3 b/eV near 16400
eV.

Th e measured and calculated absorption cross sections
in the Kr 1s2s two-electron excitation region are shown
in Fig. 6; the pertinent energy calculations are discussed
in Sec. II C2. Triple 1s2s4p excitations, with a threshold
15 eV above the 1s2s thresholds, are calculated to occur
with a substantial relative probability of 0.5+0.2 of the
double excitations.

The measured absorption cross section of —13500 b
exhibits an apparent jump of -2 b at a photon energy
—30 eV above the calculated [is2s] S threshold (Fig. 6).
This feature appears in independent combinations of data
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FIG. 5. Experimental Kr 1s3p double-photoexcitation cross
section (dotted curve), compared with calculated partial cross
sections: double bound-bound transitions (dots and long
dashes), 3p shakeup transitions (dashed curve), 3p shakeoff tran-
sitions (dash-dotted curve), and the sum of theoretical partial
cross sections (solid curve). For clarity, the theoretical double
bound-bound and total cross sections in the 1460—1475-eV
photon-energy range are shown enlarged in the inset.
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F$@ fi hAG. 6. Measured Kr photoabsorption cross section in the
1s2s threshold region, with background subtracted as described
in the text (solid curve), compared with the theoretical cross
section for transitions to [1s2s S], [1s2s'S], and [1s2s S4p]
final states. The step in the data near 16380 eV is believed to be
spurious.
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sets from which "bad" spectra (judged by a g criterion)
were eliminated. If ascribed to a real change in Kr pho-
toabsorption, the step would correspond to a decrease of
—10 counts in J, out of —3.4 X 10 counts. Data sets
evaluated with the function ln(Q„ID/Q„I&) and with
ln[(1/n)g„(I0/Ii )] differ by (10% in standard devia-
tion. A fit of a simple step function to ln(QI0/QIi) for
one data set exhibits a 1.29o. step at (16377.0+4.8)-eV
photon energy; a fit to an independent data set indicates a
1.48o. step at 16380.0+4.0 eV, the uncertainty in ener-
gies being the result of the +1.3-eV uncertainty in the
calibration throughout the experiments and of the statist-
ical uncertainties in the data. In a background measure-
ment with an air-filled target chamber, a similar fit indi-
cates a 1.25o step at 16385+5.0 eV. Furthermore, the
edge in Fig. 6 corresponds neither in shape, nor in ener-

gy, nor in magnitude to the predictions from ab initio
theory (Sec. II B2 and II C2). We therefore conclude
that the feature most likely is spurious and should be as-
cribed to an artifact, such as a change of unknown origin
in harmonic content of the x-ray beam —it is readily cal-
culated that a change in lowest-harmonic intensity from
1.00% to 0.97% of the fundamental would cause an ap-
parent -2-b increase in the cross section. The observa-
tion illustrates how readily spurious absorption features
at this level can mimic multielectron-excitation signals.
The reported edge [46] of 10. 1+2.6 b at 16279 eV was
not observed in this experiment.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The probability of Kr 1s ionization alone and accom-
panied by excitation of a 4p, 3d, 3p, 2s, or a 2s and 4p
electron into bound or continuum states has been calcu-
lated for a photon-energy range extending a few hundred
eV above the respective thresholds. The 1s ionization
cross section was calculated relativistically including
complete relaxation. Two-electron photoexcitation and
ionization was calculated with Hatree-Fock wave func-
tions, except for transitions to [ lsns] final states, for
which Dirac-Fock wave functions were employed. The
multiple photoexcitation computations were carried out
within the dipole approximation; configuration interac-
tion in the final state and conjugate shake processes were
neglected. Pertinent energy thresholds were calculated
relativistically, including dynamic correlation effects,
Breit energy, and quantum electrodynamic corrections.

The calculations show that sharp features from two-
electron excitations are produced in an absorption spec-
trum only if at least one electron undergoes a bound-
bound transition; if both electrons are promoted into the
continuum, the total absorption cross section exhibits
only a slight change in slope. For more tightly bound
electrons, shakeoff tends to prevail increasingly over
shakeup, whence double-excitation features from inner-
shell electrons become elusive.

An absorption-spectrometry measurement was carried
out with synchrotron radiation in order to test the calcu-
lations. Near the K edge of Kr, the measured absorption

substantially exceeds the theoretical curve, even after
bound-bound excitations are included in the calculated 1s
single-electron photoabsorption cross section. For
double-electron excitations, a background-subtraction
technique employed here permitted analysis of the 1s3d
and 1s3p cross sections as far as —130 eV above thresh-
old. The observed slow rise in double-electron absorption
due to shakeoff processes in 1s3d and 1s3p transitions
agrees rather well with theory. The more tightly the elec-
trons are bound, the more slowly the double-electron
cross sections are found to rise with photon energy, in ac-
cord with theory.

Threshold cross sections for 1s4p, 1s3d, and 1s3p tran-
sitions are poorly predicted by the single-configuration
Hartree-Fock calculations, most likely because the model
does not include initial- and final-state configuration in-
teraction nor contributions from conjugate shake and
direct collisions. The 1s4p cross section was difficult to
derive from the data because of the proximity of the K
edge, yet it is clear that the theory greatly overestimates
4p shakeup near threshold.

For 1s2s photoexcitation, only a very slight change in
slope of the total absorption cross section is predicted at
threshold, which would make it difficult to measure with
present-day facilities. Triply excited [ls2s4p] states are
calculated to occur with high probability, approximately
half that of producing [ls2s] double-hole states. The
data exhibit an apparent edge in the 1s2s excitation re-
gion which, however, agrees with theory neither in ener-

gy nor in magnitude and is most likely due to extraneous
effects. With improvements in techniques and in
synchrotron-radiation sources, it may become possible in
future to measure these extreme inner-shell multielectron
photoexcitation processes, including the splitting of
[lsns] double-hole states predicted to arise from the spin
dependence of the relativistic Breit-Coulomb Hamiltoni-
an.
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